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TuffStuff CDP-300 Evolution Dual Adjustable Pulley System  
 

TuffStuff's Evolution Dual Adjustable
Pulley System (CDP-300) features a
compact, open frame design that easily
fits in a corner. The functional trainer
allows users to perform dozens of
exercises with two 16-position, dual
adjustable high/low cable stations. The
CDP-300 also includes a nickel-plated pull-
up bar for wide, narrow, reverse and
neutral grips.

 CHF 3'690.00  
      

      

The CDP-300 Evolution Dual Adjustable Pulley from Tuff Stuff is an extremely versatile piece of
exercise equipment. Using two independently height-adjustable pulleys, pulling exercises can be
performed horizontally, from top to bottom and from bottom to top. Functional movement sequences can
be performed as well as classic strength exercises. Strength training, stability training, high-speed
strength training or movement therapy can be trained on the dual cable pull station CDP-300.

Features:

2 height-adjustable cable pulls (16 positions) for a variety of training options
compact, space-saving corner design for any facility size
adjustable cable ratio of 1:2 or 1:4 for extended cable travel
3-dimensional pull directions allow unlimited anatomical training exercises from different angles
for general strength training or sport-specific training exercises
two weight magazines allow left and right independent, isolateral movement executions
electro-welded sturdy frame construction
plastic-coated steel cables from the aircraft industry
ball bearing guide rollers for smooth pulling action
2 x 67,5kg weight magazine made of black high quality steel
integrated pull-up bar
wide base frame for easy accessibility of wheelchair, rehab material, training bench or exercise
ball
integrated storage for handles
frame color: Platinum
exercise illustrations on the panelling
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Use: home use to light institutional use, payload: approx.200kg
Equipment dimensions: L127 x W127 x H211cm, weight 318kg
Accessories: long handle bar, short handle bar, ankle cuff, 2 handle loops
Warranty: 2 years on labor and spare parts (excludes consumables such as pads/cables)
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